Abstract
Introduction: the porous city
In an essay written with Asja Lacis and published in the Frankfurter Zeitung in 1925, Walter Benjamin pondered one of the qualities of Naples: its porosity.
As porous as this stone is the architecture. Building and action interpenetrate in the courtyards, arcades, and stairways. In everything, they preserve the scope to become theaters of new unforeseen constellations. [. . .] No situation appears intended forever, no figure asserts it is 'thus and not otherwise.' [. . .] Music is omnipresent, not the mournful music of the courtyards but the brilliant sounds of street music. The broad cart, a kind of xylophone, is hung with colorful song texts. Here they can be bought. One musician turns the organ while another, standing beside it, appears with his plate before anyone who dreamily stops to listen. So, everything is mobile -music, toys, and ice cream circulate through the streets. This music is both a residue of the last and a prelude to the next feast day. Irresistibly, the festival penetrates each and every working day. Porosity is the inexhaustible law of life in this city, reappearing everywhere. (Benjamin and Lacis 1986, pp. 165-8) Extending the concept of porosity from architecture to music and thence to Neapolitan culture in general, Benjamin and Lacis defined a distinctively Neapolitan way of life. Porosity as metaphor and concept thereafter became pivotal for writers and intellectuals, particularly Neapolitan ones, who saw porosity in relation to the condition of Naples as a city symbolically 'liminal' in its essential being, a city on the boundary that lived life to the limit. Porosity expresses the duplicity of Naples, tolerant in its receptivity yet resentful of impositions, a city that nourishes itself on conflicts and assimilates rather than annuls them. 1 Svetlana Boym, writing from another theoretical and cultural perspective, also recalled Benjamin and Lacis's essay when considering how architecture can represent and express nostalgia:
There is a danger [. . .] of turning this porosity into a picturesque vision of authenticity. Porosity exists in any city, reflecting the layers of time and history, social problems, as well as ingenious techniques of urban survival. Porosity is a spatial metaphor for time in the city, for the variety of temporal dimensions embedded in physical space. This porosity creates a sense of urban theatricality and intimacy. [ . . . ] On the other hand, unintentional monuments or urban environments, porous courtyard ruins, transitional spaces, multilayered buildings with conflicting and disharmonious imprints of history are inimical to the idea of commemoration: they are about physical and human frailty, aging and the unpredictability of change. [. . .] They reveal something about those other dimensions of existence of another era, carry their physical imprints and aura; they can become spaces for reflective nostalgia. (Boym 2001, pp. 77-9) In the light of Boym's subsequent reading of Benjamin and Lacis and her linking of the idea of porosity to reflective as opposed to commemorative nostalgia, I wish in this article to consider Neapolitan song as an aspect of Neapolitan porosity. I will show how the Neapolitan song came to be yet another 'space' for expression, above all of reflective nostalgia, not only through its song texts but also through the distinctive qualities of Neapolitan vocal styles -the Neapolitan ways of singing, the 'grain' of the Neapolitan voice. Moreover, examining modes of articulation of nostalgia in Neapolitan song can help further to unravel the general relationship between music and nostalgia.
2 A few writers have dealt with this potentially fruitful theme, which, as Paul Oliver has pointed out, still awaits further exploration (Oliver 2003, p. 292) . I think it is a crucial theme because it allows us to reflect further on how nostalgia, through music, creates 'frameworks of interpretation (and narration) for sites of memory ' (Sant Cassia 2000, p. 299) . We know already how, for instance, European musical nostalgia can be transformed and incorporated in a multiplicity of local forms of expression (Emoff 2002 ). Yet, 'The variety of nostalgic songs and their different genres reveals neither a single common element among them, nor any clear indication of what makes them successful beyond their capacity to inspire an affect in the listener which resonates in memories and emotions' (Oliver 2003, p. 293) . In this perspective, Naples and the Neapolitan song seem to be a case in point, being famous landmarks in a geography of nostalgia.
Brief notes on Neapolitan song
Neapolitan song is doubtless the best-known Italian popular music in the world -and perhaps the most misunderstood. Typically, the genre is associated with operatic or quasi-operatic vocal styles (from Caruso to Pavarotti), and performances of chestnuts like 'O' sole mio' by Elvis or Sinatra. Its complex performance manifestations and even its history are less well known, outside of Italy. And not for lack of sources, since perhaps no other Italian popular musical repertoire has been more written about, especially in Italy, where histories are published and re-printed at a rate comparable in the Mediterranean world to that of studies of 'flamencology'. 3 Recordings, historic and recent, are also widely available. 4 The abundant historiography has entailed, until recently, a virtually stereotypical model that organises Neapolitan song in a repeated schemata of epochs, great names, classics of the repertoire, decadence, and 'the end'. In extreme synthesis, it is as follows:
• Origins and prehistory. Music in Naples in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the relations (complex and result of mediation) between the villanella or villanesca alla napoletana and traditional folk songs; the virtual silence of sources in the seventeenth century; opera buffa and the folk and street performers in the eighteenth century. It is not feasible to enter here into a detailed critique of this historical outline: the basic problem is that everything is summed up through individual biographies of musicians, singers, composers and lyricists, larded with a fund of anecdotes about the songs, their immediate public reception, and the like. All important information, of course (provoking endless controversies over the reliability of the data), but that nevertheless fails to define the particular characteristics of the Neapolitan song and to place it in a proper cultural perspective. Only a few authors have successfully sidestepped this schema and considered the relationship between the classic Neapolitan song and traditional folk musics in their social, economic and cultural contexts (partly Di Massa 1939 and 1982 , and mostly De Simone 1994 . Such an approach, potentially the most fruitful, has only recently begun to have adherents.
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In particular, Roberto De Simone has shown how classic Neapolitan song was at once the expression of a specific social class and collective experience:
In the nineteenth century Neapolitan song came closer and closer to being managed by the local bourgeoisie, which considered itself the rightful interpreter of the city's popular sentiments, a development that threw the traditional production of musical artisans and street musicians into a crisis in the name of an art form designed to 'educate the people'. [. . .] The nineteenth century Neapolitan song assumed a dual aspect: one recognizable in the traditional popular context and the other as the expression of a class that tended to produce a uniform product, imposed from above and blocking traditional initiative from below. For this reason, without taking away from the artistic validity of any of the compositions, songs born from petit bourgeois 'Neapolitanism' were configured as products for consumption by all social levels [. . .] (De Simone 1994, pp. 46-7) The presence and activity of the street musicians represented a tradition of an authentic musical expressivity not wholly leading back to the bourgeois aesthetic. These performers functioned as mediators between the Neapolitan song as expression of the middle classes and the folk and popular aesthetic: 'the hallmark of these musicians was their style, which could absorb even composed melodies and music according to recognisable performance models in the popular context of the city' (ibid., p. 48). This vocal performance style rather than the musical composition itself is what from that day to this has distinguishes Neapolitan song from all others -even, and above all, from that of 'official' performances by professionals whose style is influenced by bel canto. In other words: it is not what is sung, but how it is sung; Neapolitan song exists wherever there is a voice in which resonated this complex musical mediation between folk music qualities and the aesthetic sensibility of the citizenry.
'Era de maggio' and the irreversible
In the 1880s, the city of Naples, with 450,000 inhabitants, was the most densely populated in Italy (Rome, the capital, had 150,000). Some twenty years earlier, after unification in 1861, it had lost its former political and economic importance as capital of the Bourbon Kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Despite this, and the slum clearances of 1885, there was still an interchange between city and countryside that had existed since the sixteenth century and doubtless earlier, as large numbers of peasants entered the city daily, while others moved there. The città bassa inhabited by the poor and the città alta of the bourgeoisie, were merely steps apart, though the economic and social separation between members of the two classes was sufficiently great that in 1906, it was usual to refer to them as forming 'two nations': that of the 'plebeians' and the bourgeoisie, differing materially, hygienically and morally (Macry 2002, p. 91) .
In 1884 there was a great cholera epidemic that claimed 7,000 victims, most of them from the poor neighbourhoods, where hundreds of thousands were crammed in one-room dwellings without sanitation, sewers, or potable water. This prompted a programme of risanamento (slum clearance) beginning with the passage of laws in 1885 that dramatically altered the architecture and appearance of the city (Ghirelli 1992, pp. 304-15) .
This was the period (1880-1890) of the definitive affirmation of the classic Neapolitan song. The decade saw a pronounced change in the way new songs were composed and presented: lyrics were written by well-known authors, poets, journalists; with melodies composed by professional adaptors of operas, light operettas and romanze; in addition to being introduced on the pages of newpapers and as broadsides, songs debuted in theatres, hotels, café-chantants, performed by famous singers and above all by street musicians. The authors themselves of the songs organised orchestras, brass bands, and choruses to roam the city performing their compositions. Thus, the Neapolitan middle classes embraced the burgeoning urban mass media, devising complex and varied strategies of musical communication and distancing themselves from the musical means of production of the città bassa (Stazio 1991, pp. 99-101) . 6 In 1885, lyricist Salvatore Di Giacomo 7 and composer Mario Costa 8 published three songs destined for great acclaim: 'Carulì', 'Oilì Oilà' and 'Era de maggio'. 'Oilì Oilà', an immediate hit in Naples, became notorious throughout Italy because of an incident reported in the newspapers. It was introduced by two orchestras set up in piazzas some distance apart and provoked opposing reactions. A brawl occurred when roving bands of the song's supporters and detractors clashed in the streets. The Milanese Corriere della sera deplored the incident, unheard of in Italy, castigating the frivolity of the Neapolitans, who just one year after the great epidemic were so devoted to song (Paliotti 1962, p. 35; Paliotti 1992, pp. 74-6) . Of the songs composed by Costa and Di Giacomo in that year, the romanza 'Era de maggio' is today the most famous and stands as a touchstone of the repertoire. Di Giacomo, who was well known for continually tinkering with his texts, left this one untouched, doubtless realising right away the 'perfection' of his first draft (Palomba 2001, p. 226) .
Era de maggio e te cadeano 'nzino / a schiocche a schiocche li cerase rosse / fresca era ll'aria e tutto lo ciardino / addurava de rose a ciente passe // Era de maggio, io no, nun me ne scordo / na canzona cantà vemo a ddoie voce / chhiù tiempo passa e cchiù me l'arricordo / fresca era ll'aria e la canzona doce // E diceva: 'Core, core / core mio luntane vaie / tu me lasse e io conto ll'ore / chi sa quanno turnarraie' / Rispunnev'io: 'Turnaraggio / quando tornano lli rrose / si stu sciore torna a maggio / pure a maggio io stongo ccà / si stu sciore torna a maggio / pure a maggio io stongo ccà' // E so' turnato e mo comm'a na vota / cantammo 'nzieme lu mutivo antico / passa lu tiiempo e lu munno s'avota / ma l'amore vero non nun vota vico // De te bellezza mia mme 'nnamuraje / si t'alllicuorde 'nnanz'a la funtana / ll'acqua lla dinto nun se secca maje / e ferita d'ammore nun se sana // Nun se sana: ca sanata / si se fosse gioia mia / 'mmiez'a st'aria 'mbarzamata / a guardarte io nun starria / E te dico: 'Core, core / core mio turnato io so' / torna maggio e torna ammore / fa' de me chello che vuo' / torna maggio e torna ammore / fa de me chello che vuo''.
Figure 1. Cover for 'Era de maggio' (first score edition). Courtesy of Paquito Del Bosco (Archivio Sonoro della Canzone Napoletana, Napoli).
It was May and red cherries fell / tow by tow onto your lap / the air was cool and the scent of / roses spread for thirty yards // It was May, I will not, will not forget / our two voices sang one song / the more time passes the more I remember it / the air was cool and the song was sweet // It said: 'My heart, dear heart / you are going far away / you are leaving me and I count the hours / whi knows when you'll return' / I answered: 'I'll return / when the roses come back / if this flower comes back in May / I too will be here in May / if this flower comes back in May / I too will be here in May' // I have returned and now again / we sing togheter that same old song / time passes and the world changes / but true love no, it doesn't alter // I felt in love with you my beauty / do you remember , in front of that fountain / there were the water never runs dry / and love's wound never heals // It never heals: for if it did / my love / I wouldn't be here standing / gazing at you in this scented air // And I say: 'Dear heart, dear heart / I have returned / May returns and love returns / do with me whatever you will / May returns and love returns / do with me whatever you will'.
According to Vladimir Jankélevitch, nostalgia is above all a reaction to the irreversible: 'To say that nostalgia consists wholly of the bitterness of what has been is equivalent to saying [. . .] that the object of nostalgia is the pain of the irreversible' (Jankélevitch 1992, p. 140) . Attempting to deal with his emotion, the subject of nostalgia pretends to believe that his problem is that of returning to the past, or of making the past return. He finds reassurance in such thinking, but the goal of 'retrogression toward the past in time' (ibid., p. 154) is impossible. The becoming does not return, and the return to what was familiar in the past is delusive; attempts recreate points of departure and arrival are vain (ibid., p. 162). Jankélevitch also notes other phenomena associated with the sentiment of nostalgia, such as the love that sanctifies and expands space ['love, like nostalgia, creates holy places' (ibid., p. 120)]; the phenomenon of symbolic space; the unresolved relationship between past and present; and the disillusionment of return.
Music, 'indirectly nostalgic' (ibid., p. 164), is as irreversible as life, but it is reiterable. Musical repetition, though qualitatively different every time, permits us to experience 'intermittent gusts' from the past to the present (ibid., p. 168), which explains, according to Jankélevitch, why it assumes such an important role in the defining and representing nostalgia.
'Era de maggio' evinces the nostalgic qualities alluded to. The text describes a garden sanctified by love, through the perfume of the roses, the red cherries, and fresh air -transformed into a symbolic locus amoenus, a place of enchantment whose grace and harmony partake of 'stylized lineaments of ideal beauty' (Palumbo 2002, pp. 50-1) ; yet the relation between past and present is not resolved, for the lovers' second meeting is inconclusive and their relationship remains open. But 'Era de maggio' is above all a song about the act of singing, a song that quotes another song: it is about a song within the song. When nostalgia takes shape, prefigured in the presentiment of detachment, then the second 'song' (the second melodic phrase, the refrain that made this composition famous: see Figure 2 ) begins. The return of the song within the song is the reaction to the irrevocable through an attempt at returning to the past. Only apparently, thus, is 'Era de maggio' a love song: it is in fact a mechanism for generating nostalgia, a perfect nostalgic machine.
'Era de maggio''s theme of two voices that encounter and interlace, a tòpos of Neapolitan culture, leads to another encounter, that of the traditional peasant vocal style and the aesthetic sensibilities of the bourgeoisie, who have made the Neapolitan song the space in which they met and interlaced. The nostalgic resonance that 'Era de maggio' now possesses is also the result of superimposed memories of numerous performances, too many to enumerate here, both those where the performer allows a traditional folk background to emerge, 9 and those where the style approaches operatic bel canto.
10 Together these performances, past and present, trace the points of a nostalgic map of Naples, one that is incessantly deciphered even today.
'Lazzari felici' and the reflective nostalgia
Nearly a century after the initial success of 'Era de maggio', Naples has undergone another transformation, the so-called, post-World War II 'urban massacre' (Ghirelli 1992, pp. 529-45) :
The overriding cause of the massacre of Naples is a total lack of municipal discipline. Bureaucrats, community leaders, architects, engineers, lawyers, urban planners -the flower of university graduates and the professions -have allowed themselves to be corrupted and have joined forces to subvert the rules and regulations essential to for civilized life. They are responsible for a sack that has inflicted worse damage on the city than the German devastation and Allied bombing of World War II. The world's most enchanting bay has turned into a pestiferous sewer: the sea bathes Naples no more. Piratical, speculative real estate development has obscured the sun and turned once green countryside into a cement nightmare, obliterating what had been one of the most beautiful panoramas in the world. The 'paradise inhabited by devils' is now a hell of landslides, sink holes, and squalid dormitories without minimal services. The inner-city economy of the side streets no longer exists and the city's poor inhabitants are now massed on its outer belt, where delinquency, prostitution, and smuggling are the only alternatives to unemployment. An anthropological mutation has erased the last traces of gentle Neapolitan idleness. (ibid., p. 539)
Figure 2. 'Era de maggio', refrain.
To the calamities listed in Antonio Ghirelli's impassioned pages can be added the noxious social effects of organised crime (camorra), that has got de facto a military control of streets. In the 1980s, roughly three (often overlapping) musical trends emerged among the young people of the vicoli (back streets): the classic Neapolitan song; Neapolitan pop and rock; and the so-called nuova canzone melodica napoletana (new Neapolitan melodic song), all having (with modifications) stylistic features of Italian musica leggera (Aiello 1997, pp. 32-3; 42-6) . In them, Neapolitans could listen to descriptions and commentary about life in their city, to which its song tradition continues to play a musical counterpoint.
Pino Daniele is the best-known performer/singer in Naples of this generation. Born in 1955, Daniele started off as a sideman on guitar and electric bass, accompanying pop singers in the Neapolitan jazz/rock scene, later known as 'Napule's Power' (Marengo and Pergolani 1998, 2003) . After a pair of LPs, he achieved his first big success in 1980 with Nero a metà (Half Black), an album that summed up his aspiration to graft Anglo-American rock and (especially) blues to the idiom of Naples. His next Vai mo', and a September 1981 concert held in the Piazza Plebisicito in Naples attended by over 200,000 people, established him as the most important and innovative Neapolitan singer, as well as one of the biggest pop stars in Italy. To date he has made over 30 albums (Macale 2001; Ranaldi 2002; Marengo and Pergolani 2003, pp. 117-21) .
With Pino Daniele, Neapolitan song entered a new phase (Paliotti 1992, pp. 314-7) . 'Pino Daniele's [. . .] production establishes him as the voice of the discontent of Neapolitan youth. He has set himself the task of rescuing and exalting the distinctive phonemes of the dialect of the poor and marginalised quarters of Naples, adapting it to a blues style that proclaims a parallelism between Neapolitan and AfricanAmerican cultures (that is, as an expression of Neapolitan blackness, as the mark of an equivalent social oppression) ' (De Simone 1994, p. 83) . The success of this project derives above all from Daniele's unique vocal style: 'it's the way of singing and not the piece itself that determines the possible recognition inside [the Neapolitan song] tradition' (ibid.).
At the height of his musical and critical success, Pino Daniele issued Musicante (Street Musician), an album that largely reflects on making music in Naples. Some of the tracks on the album feature Pino Daniele playing a traditional chitarra battente (a baroque five course guitar, with ribbed back, also played in Southern Italy as a folk instrument), including a custom-made electric one, and a mandoloncello. The theatrical tour that follows the release of the album is largely 'unplugged'. On the stage, Pino Daniele revises his repertoire with fresh emphasis on its traditional Neapolitan folk roots. Musicante concludes with a song, 'Lazzari felici', in which Pino Daniele's voice is accompanied with guitar (played by himself) and double bass; a song that Pino Daniele judges perhaps his single best composition: '''Lazzari felici'' [. . .] represents to the maximum of my artistic creativity, I will be hard put to write music of the same intensity in the future' (quoted in Ranaldi 2002, pp. 51-2).
Simmo lazzari felici / gente ca nun trova chhiù pace / quanno canta se dispiace / è sempe pronta a se vuttà / pe' nun perdere l'addore // Simmo lazzari felici / male 'e rine ma nun se dice / musicante senza permesso 'e ce guarda' / e cu 'e spalle sotto 'e casce / nun se sente chhiù l'addore 'e mare / c'o volto santo 'mpietto / e 'a guerra dint'e mmane / sapenno ca è fernuto // Si haje asci' po' fatte 'a croce / cammenanno nun po' fa' pace / aiza 'a capa e so' tutte 'nciuce / ca nun se ponno acchiappa' / e c'a faccia già scippata / 'a chesta musica ca è mariola / pe' dinto 'e carusielle / s'arrobba a vita e sona / sapenno ca è fernuta // E intanto passa 'stu Noveciento / passammo nuje s'acconcia 'o tiempo / si arape 'o stipo saje addo' staje / e nun te scuorde maje // E intanto passa 'stu Noveciento / cammisa 'a fora 'ncuorpo t'o siente / e rieste all'erta tutt'a nuttata / penzanno addo' si' stato / penzanno addo' si' stato.
We are happy vagrants / folks who can never be at ease / when they do not like a song / always quick to turn around / so as not to loose the scent // We are happy vagrants / we don't mention our backaches / street musicians you can look at without permission / and with boxes on our shoulders / you no longer can smell the odor of the sea / with the holy visage on our breast / and war in our hands / knowing it's over // When you have to go out, make the sign of the cross / walking is never easy / hold your head high it's all gossip / that can't be stopped / and our faces are already worn out / by this cheating music / that in the moneyboxes / steals us our life and it plays on / knowing that it's over // And meanwhile the twentieth century is passing / we are passing and times are getting better / if you open your coffer you know where you are / and you never will forget it // And meanwhile the twentieth century is passing / your shirttails out, you feel it in your body / and you lie awake all night / thinking of where you've been / thinking of where you've been. Svetlana Boym makes a distinction between what she called restorative nostalgia and reflective nostalgia, not intending these as absolute categories but as tendencies that give 'shape and significance to desire' (Boym 2003, p. 49 and passim) . Even if they Daniele: Musicante (Daniele 1984). don't fully explain the psychology and nature of desire, such concepts are helpful in elucidating the interrelationship between individual and collective memory. Restorative nostalgia envisions the reconstruction of a lost past, while reflective nostalgia centres on the fallibility of memory and its loss. 'For restorative nostalgia, the past is a value for the present; the past is not duration, but instantaneous perfection. The past, furthermore, shows no sign of decadence: it must be freshly depicted in its original image and remain eternally young. Reflective nostalgia is centered on historical and individual time, on the irrevocability of the past and on human finiteness. [. . .] Restorative nostalgia evokes a national past and future. Reflective nostalgia contemplates rather individual and cultural memory. [. . .] It reveals that fervent desire and critical thought are not opposed, and that memory and emotion don't preclude reason, critical judgment, and compassion. Reflective nostalgia does not seek to restore that mythical place called home ' (ibid., pp. 59-60) .
'Lazzari felici' falls squarely into the category of a nostalgic song. Pino Daniele describes the end of the world of the street musicians who played an important mediating role in the Neapolitan musical circuit: from the populace (often a font of inspiration), to the bourgeoisie (composers and lyricists), and again, through their performances, back to 'the people'. Daniele has listened to them and learned their parlèsia (argot).
11 In a sense, as the album's title (Musicante) suggests, his way of being a performer parallels theirs, even as he realises that their world and musical culture have largely disappeared (although there are still some active groups of street musicians in Naples).
The perspective from which Pino Daniele works is that of reflective nostalgia. He doesn't wish to go back and restore the past. His 'fragmentary and inconclusive' narration is a 'form of meditation on history and the passage of time' (ibid.). To express this nostalgia that operates in and for the present and future, he uses his voice even more than the text, which is in fact transparently reflective.
12 His vocal style, more intensely than ever, is midway between that of the classic Neapolitan song and of Italian and Anglo-American pop. Rapidly shifting from one ambit to the other (also in the way the single words of the text are sang), Pino Daniele affirms his multi-faced vocal identity, and in his voice incorporates a reflection on time and the impossibility of return. Belonging to that generation of performers whose activity has not directly but in fact contributed to the demise of the tradition of disseminating Neapolitan songs in the streets, in 'Lazzari felici' Pino Daniele opens a new possibility of being a 'street performer' and singer. Conscious of the futility of every reconstruction, he nostalgically offers a criticism of the present, and, by means of his voice, proposes a new perspective for the future of Naples.
Conclusion: the Neapolitan voice and/as nostalgia
'Era de maggio' and 'Lazzari felici' are but two examples of how nostalgia is articulated in Neapolitan song. An examination of others could further delineate this type of expression and modify the critical horizon. In particular, I think that a new perspective on the nostalgic space in (or created by) Neapolitan song should start from the analysis of nostalgia manifestations and of the 'traumatic hinterland' they cover in blues and popular music, as proposed by Richard Middleton in some of his recent works (Middleton 2006 and 2007) . The Neapolitan song still awaits a comprehensive reconsideration that will take it beyond the historical clichés and stereotypes (Neapolitan bel canto) that bedevil it today, above all from outside of Italy.
The porosity of Neapolitan voice, that has always admitted and admits within itself the existence of another voice that integrates or contradicts it, can by now be taken as evidence of a specific dialogue with the past: in Neapolitan singing the voice is the porous 'space' that reveals 'something about those other dimensions of existence of another era' (Boym 2001, p. 79 Palomba and Scialò (1997) , Becker (1999 ), De Simone (1994 ), Di Massa (1982 , Elia (1952) , Paliotti (1962 Paliotti ( , 1992 , Palomba (2001) , Petriccione (1959) , Scialò (2000), Stazio (1991) . To these and many other works must be added the monumental Enciclopedia della canzone napoletana in three volumes, by Ettore De Mura (1969) . Recently, the role of Neapolitan musicians and singers abroad (mostly in the US) has been also considerer (see Frasca 2002 ). 4. Naples has long been one of the most important centres of musical production in Italy (Pesce 1999) : the Archivio Sonoro della Canzone Napoletana, recently established in Naples, already has an accessible database of about 30,000 recordings (that can be all listened to in situ), a number it projects in the next few years will rise to over 100,000. See: http://www.radio.rai.it/ canzonenapoletana/ 5. See the excellent chapter on Neapolitan song contemporary scene by Peppe Aiello, 'La comprensibile esistenza di una musica inaccettabile' (Aiello 1997) . 6. According to De Simone, however, the bourgeoisie, influenced by nineteenth century Romanticism, turned its attention to the 'people', and thus and 'not by chance did the lyric song attain such aesthetic peaks, for the composers and lyricists, far from being mere provincials were in the forefront of the preoccupations of their culture, in which they participated with assiduity and passionate commitment ' (De Simone 1994, p. 78 Mura (1969, vol. I, pp. 62-4) and Ghirelli (1992 , pp. 372-87). 8. Pasquale Mario Costa (1858 -1933 came from a musical family and studied at the Conservatory of San Pietro a Majella in Naples. After starting out as a composer of romanze, he began, collaborating with Salvatore Di Giacomo on Neapolitan songs in 1882 (De Mura 1969, vol. I, pp. 228-31) . 9. For instance, a vocal style that retained traditional folk or peasant qualities was that of Sergio Bruni (1921 Bruni ( -2003 an 'ethnic who came in contact with the urban tradition of Neapolitan song' (De Simone 1994, p. 82) . For a performance by Bruni of 'Era de maggio' see the Discography below. 10. Like, for instance, in a recording (made circa 1910) by Adalgisa Osti De Lutio, performing 'Era de maggio' with a light soprano voice, accompanied by a group of street musicians (see Discography). 11. Pino Daniele uses Neapolitan parlèsia (argot) in many of his songs, and even his record label (no longer active), Bagaria, takes its name from a street musicians' slang for noisy disorder or hullabaloo (Greco 1997, p. 47) . 12. Only partially, therefore, does 'Lazzari felici' partake of that 'strong vein in popular music of nostalgia for its own earlier phases or distinct genres' (Oliver 2003, p. 294 ).
